Different programming languages can be used for discrete, abstract and process-oriented programming. Depending on the application, there exist additional requirements, which are not fulfilled by every programming language. Flexible programming and maintainability are especially important requirements for process engineers. In this paper, the programming languages Activity Diagram, State Chart Diagram and Sequential Function Chart are compared and evaluated with regard to these requirements. This evaluation is based on the principles of cognitive effectiveness and cognitive dimensions. The aim of this paper is to identify the programming language suited best for controlling sequential processes, e.g. thermomechanical or batch processes.
Introduction
Certain products can only be produced by a combination of discrete manufacturing and process technologies. The manufacturing process of these products integrates both characteristics of the process and of the manufacturing technology. Companies offering such products are therefore subject to the challenges of both technologies. These include "increasing efficiency, effectiveness and quality in design of software engineering […] to shorten engineering and start-up and ease maintenance" [1] . Thermomechanical and batch processes usually consist of a number of sub-processes in a unique sequential order [2] . These subprocesses generally affect the resulting product and change the product state to "non-commutative". Companies usually rely on Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) to control (experimental) machines that implement these processes [3] .
A desired product in this domain is defined by the individual process steps, their parameters and the steps' sequence. In industry, the correlations between these influencing factors and the resulting product properties are often analyzed experimentally. As process engineers have the appropriate expertise, they develop and modify the sequence as well as the parameters of the individual steps in each experiment. Such modifications are realized on code level (PLC). However, adaptation of sequences, parameters and timing constraints in PLC code is error-prone and time consuming for process engineers, who are often PLC programming novices [4] . This holds true for a wide variety of lab size machines to develop new process technologies, e.g. batch processes or even a timber press. Batch processes in chemical production are characterized by the existence of a recipe for each product, which specifies the sequence of process steps and the corresponding control of valves.
In order to support especially process engineers, who have the necessary expert knowledge but lack in programming skills, code should be changeable. This greatly facilitates the engineering of processes based on experiments.
Another important factor is the reduction of development costs. Maintainability costs increase continuously and already account for up to 90% of costs throughout the software product lifecycle, according to estimates [5] . Therefore, maintainability has to be especially considered.
Flexible programming very well indicates changeability, which refers to the possibility of changing or adjusting a program according to different needs [6] .
Flexible programming can be broken down into modifiability [6] and modularity [7] [8] . Harrison et al. [9] subdivided maintainability into modifiability and understandability. All in all, an adequate way of engineering processes should fulfill the requirements of flexible programming (R1) and those of maintainability (R2). These two overlap in the need for modifiability (R1.1). In addition to this, R1 also includes modularity (R1.2), while R2 demands understandability (R2.1).
A hierarchical supervision (hierarchical scheme) programming is also important because it is of relatively low complexity. Hence, its understandability is higher than that of a conventional nonhierarchical one [10] . It was shown that understandability and maintainability in graphical programming languages are better than in textual programming languages [11] - [17] . Therefore, we do not consider textual programming languages in this paper. However, there also exist limitations to understandability in graphical programming languages. Miller's Law [18] states that an average human can hold up to 7 ± 2 objects in working memory.
The main contribution of this publication is the analysis of the programming languages Activity Diagram (AD), State Chart Diagram (SC) and Sequential Function Chart (SFC) regarding the concepts of flexible programming and maintainability. These consist of the requirements modifiability, understanda-bility and modularity. Since the requirements refer to the visual syntax of the programming languages, the methods for analyzing the structural complexity as well as the cognitive efficiency of the notations are researched first and applied afterwards.
The remainder of this contribution is structured as follows. Within Section 2, we present an application example and introduce the discrete programming languages AD, SC and SFC. This section concludes with a comparison of the programming languages' visual syntax and metaclasses. Section 3 discusses the state of the research on methods for comparison of programming languages in terms of the requirements modifiability (R1.1), modularity (R1.2) and understandability (R2.1). It also includes an overview of existing work and their results.
The correlation between the requirements and descriptive methods for comparison of dissimilar languages is discussed in Section 4. Section 4 also includes the comparison and evaluation of AD, SC and SFC in terms of modifiability, modularity and understandability. It ends with a summary of the evaluation's results.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives an outlook on future research.
Application Example in AD, SC and SFC
PLCs provide various graphical control-flow-oriented programming languages for the implementation of discrete processes. IEC 61131-3 [19] includes three graphical programming languages: Sequential Function Chart (SFC), Ladder
Diagram (LD) and Function Block Diagram (FBD). Previous work of our group
shows that the Activity Diagram (AD) and State Chart Diagram (SC) are the most appropriate languages for process engineers [20] [21] . The plcML-Editor [20] , which includes AD and SC, provides model-driven graphical modeling for PLCs. Both the visual syntax and the meta-model of the programming language SC are based on Witsch [22] and the SFC programming language is based on CoDeSys V3 [23] .
In order to prevent gaps in the information flow of the design process, it is desirable to select notations which have high suitability values in many, or even in all, phases of the design process of production systems [24] . In an expert survey, the different suitability potentials of notations were assessed according to the phases of the design process [24] . It was shown that SC are of great importance in all phases, while the SFC seems to be the most important description language in late phases. The flowchart, which is similar to an AD, and the SC have similar suitability values in the implementation and commissioning phase. We conclude that the programming languages AD, SC and SFC should be further investigated regarding their appropriateness for thermomechanical and batch processes.
Process Steps in the Application Example
As an application example, we use the production of a shaft with flanges with graded properties in a metal forming plant. The flange forming consists of the four process steps heating, transforming, forming and cooling. This is exemplary for most of the processes in the CRC TTR30, independent from the resources used [25] . In this case, resources refer to technical compositions/machines. "Heating", e.g., may be realized in one prototype (metal forming) by inductive heating and in another (friction pressure) by friction heating. Each possible combination of the process steps in metal forming (cp. Figure 1 ) leads to specific product properties. On the one hand, the discrete process sequence "preheat, transport, heat, form and cool" delivers a product A (shaft with flanges) with the property functionally graded A1 (distribution of hardness at the edge of the workpiece). The process sequence "parallel heat and cool form and finally cool" on the other hand delivers a product A with the property functionally graded A2
(distribution of hardness in the interior of the workpiece).
Another possible sequential process that consists of the same four process steps is a plastic pressing (cp. Figure 1, Product B) . We consider the workpiece to already be put into the press, so it starts with a preheating of the hardboards.
Thereafter, the workpiece is heated and formed in parallel. After this, depending on which mode has been selected, either the forming process is completed and the workpiece is cooled (for example by water-or airflow), or the workpiece is cooled during the forming process.
In the following, we compare the visual syntax and the metamodels of AD, SC and SFC at the example of the third process sequence. We realized AD and SC with the UML-Editor [20] and SFC with CoDeSys 3.0, which is a PLC Programming environment [23] (cp. Figures 2(a)-(c) ).
Activity Diagram (AD)
In Figure 2 (a), the AD for the process of Product B (cp. Figure 1 ) is presented. This action is performed until a fixed end-condition, defined by the process engineers, holds true. The end condition is a parameter of the action and cannot be learned from the control flow. In AD, only the outgoing transitions of decision nodes have guard conditions. An action corresponds to the real duration of a process in terms of a technical system, e.g. the time until a work piece has reached a certain temperature. This corresponds to the comprehension of a process engineer.
State Chart Diagram (SC)
States are the main elements of the SC. From the perspective of a process engineer, states in a programmed technical system are either static (e.g., "heated", "formed") or dynamic (e.g. "heating", "forming"). Additionally, there is a static conditional branch Junction, which also has a merge and decision function. Parallelization can be realized by Fork/Join (analogously to AD) or with an additional composite State (depicted in Figure 2 (b)).
Within SC, processes run pseudo parallel, i.e. that the modeled parallel behavior is realized sequentially with priority numbers. In contrast to an AD, the (end-)
conditions are integrated in the Transitions.
Sequential Function Chart (SFC)
Figure 2(c) shows the sequence of an exemplary plastic pressing process in SFC.
SFC is suitable for depicting sequential behaviors of a control system. The control sequences are time-and event-driven. Unlike AD and SC, which begin with a Start Point, all SFC programs must begin with an Init
Step. This is the first step to be activated whenever an SFC is started. The Init
Step (depicted by a rectangle with a double border line) has a similar visual syntax like a "normal"
Step (rectangle with thin border line). A Step can be associated with an IEC action with qualifier. These are shown to the right of the corresponding step in a box that consists of two parts. SFC has no End Point, but the Jump Node may be used for designing the end of the process step (jump to the Init Step) or for jumping to another step in the program. Branches and parallelization can be realized with a visual syntax (horizontal double lines). As in the case of SC, SFC can also have
Steps with Entry, Do and Exit actions.
Comparison of the Metaclasses of AD, SC and SFC
Within this section, we show the similarities and differences between AD, SC, and SFC on the metaclass level. To compare the different programming languages, it is necessary to analyze the metamodels of AD, SC and SFC. Table 1 shows an overview of the concrete metaclasses of the different metamodels. 
State of the Art
In the area of PLC programming different benchmark studies exist, that address the comparison of LD and Petri Net (PN) design methods with the criteria understandability, complexity and flexibility [26] [27]. The comparison of 11 highlevel system design methods, among others the state transition diagram and state machine, is shown in [28] . Cao et al. [29] presented case studies of visual and formal modeling and design. All these studies have different focuses and a comparison of the visual syntax between AD, SC and SFC does not exist. In [30] , an approach is presented that combines the advantages of SC and SFC in sequential statecharts (SSC) by using a function block encapsulation. The focus is put on performance, though, and explicitly not on legibility and usability of graphical notations. Lukman et al. [31] introduced a model-driven engineering approach for process control based on the newly developed domain-specific modeling language ProcGraph. They don't focus on maintainability by process engineers.
We selected AD, SC and SFC, though, due to their prevalence in the domain [17] [32] and their ease of use, especially for process engineers, who are often programming novices. There exist different descriptive methods for the comparison of dissimilar languages of these sub-requirements. The two prescriptive decision theories most applied are cognitive dimensions and cognitive effectiveness (cf. Table 2 ).
Hereby, cognitive dimensions (CD) is a task-specific broad-brush framework for assessing almost any kind of cognitive artifact addressing primarily non-specialists [33] . In contrast, cognitive effectiveness (CE) aims at evaluating the "speed, ease, and accuracy with which a representation can be processed by the human mind" [34] . Thus, the focus of cognitive effectiveness is rather put on understandability.
Green [37] and Britton and Jones [36] present a dimension analysis of programming languages. The dimension analysis facilitates comparing dissimilar languages and also helps to identify the relationship between them. Roast et al. [38] focus on the dimension analysis for program modification. Moody [35] Table 3 shows an overview of existing work with these methods and their results especially for AD and SC separately.
Barji et al. [41] In the above mentioned studies, the UML diagrams (UML 2.0) of OMG were analyzed, which have a different syntax than the plcML programming languages [22] . In this work, the plcML programming languages AD and SC [22] are investigated which have adapted and selected syntax and semantics for the PLC environment.
Bauer [44] investigated the semantic differences between SFC and SC and showed that it is not possible to translate one language into another. But this does not exclude that a discrete process can be realized in two programming languages (cf. section 2.5). The visual syntax differences between SFC and SC for the above mentioned requirements are not addressed. The ontological analysis as defined by the Bunge-Wand-Weber Model [45] , which is also used for the evaluation of modeling languages, cannot distinguish between two notations which have the same semantics but different syntax [46] . Our focus is to compare the different programming languages, which have similar semantics (generic semantic) but different syntax.
In summary, for the comparison of AD, SC and SFC academia lacks approaches which investigate visual syntax for programming mechanical processes in terms of the requirements R1 and R2.
Concept of Analysis
In order to evaluate the programming languages AD, SC and SFC, the relationships between requirements, cognitive dimensions and effectiveness, and their criteria are investigated. Table 4 shows the correlation between the requirements R1 and R2 as well as the cognitive methods.
The requirements can be evaluated by the corresponding principles/criteria of cognitive dimensions or/and effectiveness. For assessing the programming lan-guages' modularity (R1.2), both their degree of abstraction (CD) and their complexity management (CE) have to be considered. It was shown, that modularity is very much related to abstraction [47] , but the criterion complexity management additionally analyzes the visual modularity. The requirement modifiability (R1.1) can be evaluated by the cognitive dimension viscosity. However, concerning understandability (R2.1), both cognitive dimensions and cognitive effectiveness offer different criteria to be taken into account. When comparing the relevant properties of cognitive dimensions [48] with the principles of cognitive effectiveness [34] concerning understandability, it becomes evident, that the prior are a subset of the latter (cf. Table 5 ). Britton and Jones [36] thereby define the properties of cognitive dimensions as properties of languages that contribute to ease of understanding of representations. Thus, for the requirement understandability, it is sufficient to examine the principles of cognitive effectiveness.
Modifiability Analysis (R1.1)
The modifiability of the three programming languages is analyzed with the cognitive dimension viscosity. Viscosity is defined as resistance to change, i.e. the effort for making changes in a program [38] . Thereby, repetitive viscosity and knock-on viscosity can be distinguished. Repetitive viscosity considers "the nature of the change which takes place in terms of pre-and post-conditions and the user actions which can achieve that change" [38] . This can be easily quantified through the number of necessary further actions. Knock-on viscosity on the other hand "concerns the manner in which an artifact can limit or restrict how a goal is reached" [38] . This is harder to examine, though, and is partially reflected by the number of necessary actions. Therefore, we limit the viscosity evaluation within this paper to the metric of repetitive viscosity: the length of the minimal action sequence for a program modification. The shorter this action sequence, the easier the realization of the associated program modification [38] . We inves- Table 6 . It is striking that by the modifications (1 -5) in SC more actions are needed as in AD and SFC. This can be explained by the fact that by every change, the transitions need to be adjusted in the appropriate places. Although this is also the case in SFC, SFC allows the simple adding of elements. That means if one step is added in some position then the in-and outgoing edges are connected automatically with the preceding and following steps. Thereby the number of activities is reduced. In case of AD, this is not the case, so that the number of actions is minimally larger than in the SFC. Moreover, in SFC not every step has an outgoing edge with a transition In summary, the SFC has the minimal actions by program modification and fulfills best the requirement modifiability with AD.
Modularity Analysis (R1.2)
In this section, the criteria of complexity management and abstraction are analyzed to show the visual degree of modularization of programming languages.
(cf. Table 4 ). These criteria are complexity management by modularity and hierarchy and abstraction. Abstraction describes the amount of structure inherence in the languages.
Complexity Management
Modularization and hierarchy are two important mechanisms that reduce program complexity by means of reuse and, thus, can increase the understandability [46] [49]. To make a statement about the degree of modularization, the programming languages must be studied for the visual modularizing capability. The visual modularization depends on the visual syntax of programming languages.
That means that the process steps, transitions and all further information that belong together must be encapsulated for modular programming.
For example, the transition "temperature is reached" is associated with the process step heat, the transition "destination reached" is associated with the process step transport etc. In order to support the way of modular thinking, transitions, which are dependent from the previous process step, are encapsulated in these.
Which programming languages support visual modularization is discussed on basis of Figure 3 . This figure shows the representation of the individual process steps with the corresponding switching conditions. Module heating1 in SC is composed of a state heating1 and a transition h1. However, the module heating1 in SFC consists a step heating1 and two transitions ("h1 AND u1 AND ku" and "h1 AND u1 AND k"). Since in SFC no (visual) decision nodes exist, the transition ku has to be inserted together with the process step dependent transition h1 into one transition condition (see SFC part in Figure 3 : "h1 AND u1 AND ku").
Therefore, transition conditions will be more complex.
This means that if a change is necessary (for example exchange of one process step) the dependent transition conditions must also be changed. This requires high effort, is time consuming and the combination of transition conditions of several steps inhibits the modularization (cf. Figure 4) .
The process step-end conditions in AD are integrated in the activity step/ process step respectively. After completion of the parallel steps, decision nodes decide which step should come next. AD is the only programming language which encapsulates the end condition in their activity, and thus, fulfills the visual modularization. SC and SFC do not fulfill this property because of their distinction between states/steps and transitions.
The second mechanism is the hierarchy which reduces the complexity of the program. In a hierarchy the programs can be represented on different levels of detail, so that the complexity remains manageable at each level. All three languages support the top-down understanding and hence the hierarchy.
Abstraction
Decomposition and abstraction of a language are important properties [36] . The decomposition can be divided into horizontal and vertical decomposition [43] .
While the horizontal decomposition takes place at the same level of abstraction (for example composite State in SC), in the vertical cutting, the model is decomposed into sub-hierarchical models. The horizontal decomposition is often referred to as a hierarchical decomposition. AD provides the horizontal decomposition through the mechanism swimlanes and SC through the mechanisms of composite state and orthogonal state. SFC does not support the horizontal decomposition. All programming languages, however, fulfill the vertical decomposition. Abstraction is on the one side a useful dimension for program modification [37] and can reduce viscosity [50] . Although the degree of abstraction is dependent from the application domain [51] , the degree of visual abstraction of a programming language may be determined by the hidden dependencies [50] .
With hidden dependencies, important relationships are not visible in a model, such as the process step dependent transition (cf. Figure 3 ). Compared to SC and SFC, AD has a high level of abstraction.
Understandability Analysis (R2.1)
This section includes the cognitive effectiveness analysis in terms of understandability. The nine principles for designing cognitively effective visual notations are defined as follows [34] :
• Semiotic Clarity: There should be a 1:1 correspondence between semantic constructs and graphical symbols.
• Perceptual Discriminability: Different symbols should be clearly distinguishable from each other.
• Semantic Transparency: Use visual representations whose appearance suggests their meaning.
• Complexity Management: Include explicit mechanisms for dealing with complexity.
• Cognitive Integration: Include explicit mechanisms to support integration of information from different diagrams.
• Visual Expressiveness: Use the full range and capacities of visual variables.
• Dual Coding: Use text to complement graphics.
• Graphic Economy: The number of different graphical symbols should be cognitively manageable.
• Cognitive Fit: Use different visual dialects for different tasks and audiences.
Complexity Management has already been discussed in the previous section.
The remaining eight principles are investigated for AD, SC, and SFC in the following.
Semiotic Clarity
The principle of semiotic clarity is defined by the 1:1 mapping of semantic constructs to the visual syntax (graphical symbols). The list of semantic constructs is defined by the list of concrete metaclasses in the AD, SC, and SFC metamodels [22] . Thereby, concrete metaclasses are not enumeration and not abstract metaclasses [34] . The metaclasses of AD, SC and SFC were already introduced in Table 1 . If semantic constructs cannot be assigned to a symbol, four types of anomalies can occur [34] 
The language, which has the least percentage of overall anomaly types (symbol excess, deficit, redundancy, and overload), fulfills the principle of semiotic clarity best. Table 7 shows the result of the evaluation of AD, SC and SFC. In summary AD has 12 constructs and 9 symbols. With 8.3% symbol redundancy (metaclass "Activity Partition") and 25% symbol overload (metaclasses "Control and
Object Flow", "Decision and Merge Node", and "Join and Fork Node"), AD has a net symbol balance (nbSymbols) of 10. Concerning SC, we distinguish two variants. SC includes a "Pseudo State" that has a kind "Pseudo State Kind" which is an enumeration class with a different visual syntax. If we consider the enumeration (cp. column SC-A in constructs and 11 symbols. Variant B of SC has 20% symbol excess, 20% symbol redundancy and 20% symbol overload, resulting in an nbSymbols of 6. The SFC metamodel [22] has the concrete metaclasses "
Step", "Action Association", "Transition", and "Action". "Action" has attributes (entry, do, exit) causing variations in the corresponding symbol, which corresponds to different semantic constructs. The evaluation shows that SFC has 6 constructs. Considering the different labels of "Action Qualifier" as symbols of their own leads to a total of 18 symbols (cp. column A in SFC). With 50% symbol redundancy SFC has an nbSymbols of 9. Variant B of SFC, which disregards the different labels, has 33.3% symbol redundancy and a net symbol balance of 8. Variant A of SC exhibits the lowest anomaly (30.0%) and fulfills the principle of semiotic clarity best. AD and SFC (variant B) are almost as good with an anomaly of 33.3%.
Perceptual Discriminability
Perceptual Discriminability is defined by the ease and accuracy to distinguish between different symbols. This is a precondition for correct interpretation of diagrams [53] . For this we calculate in this section the visual distance and the visual-semantic congruence of the visual syntax of AD, SC and SFC and compare these.
1) Visual Distance There exist eight distinct visual variables (vVar) by Bertin [54] , which are divided into categories planar (horizontal and vertical position of the symbol-(x, y) coordinate) and retinal variables (shape, color, size, brightness, orientation/direction, texture/grain). A symbol can consist of combination of these visual variables (e.g. shape = circle and color = blue), which can generate an infinite number of symbols by use of different visual variables. The differentiation is measured by the number of visual variables (where they differ) and the size of this difference. The visual distance between symbols is calculated in according to [34] (2):
The greater the visual distance between symbols, the faster and more accurately they can be recognized. The differentiation also depends on the user's expertise. For example, novices have a higher requirement to distinctness than experts.
For example, the visual distance between an activity and a decision node is equal to one, because it only differs by the form. The colors of the symbols are the same depending on the tool.
The comparison of all symbols within an AD yields the result that AD has two symbols with visual distance of zero (merge and decision node, fork and join node). Overall, the symbols can be clearly distinguished from each other since 
2) Visual-Semantic Congruence
In general, the visual distance should be equal between two symbols and the semantic distance between the corresponding two constructs (metaclasses).
Constructs with different semantics should have clearly distinguishable symbols and similar constructs should have symbols as similar as possible [55] . The semantic distance is defined by the shortest path between the metaclasses of the inheritance hierarchy [34] . In AD, for example each semantic distance between a Control Flow and Object Flow and Decision Node and Merge is two. The difference between visual and semantic distance is between one and two. In SC and SFC, however, the metric cannot be used directly for the calculation of the semantic distance because SC has the enumeration-class "Pseudostate" which has a plurality of different "attributes", each having a separate symbol. According to [34] , this results in a semantic distance of zero. This is not possible, though, because the semantic distance between constructs must be one at minimum. A semantic distance equal to zero would mean that this is one and the same construct.
In order to determine the semantic distance in the constructs, such metaclasses must be converted into an equivalent model. The State metaclass with its IsAttribute, for example, can be transferred into an abstract class State with four child classes. Thus, a semantic distance of two between the respective child classes would result therefrom. The enumeration metaclass pseudo-State can also be converted for the calculation of the semantic distance into an abstract class with corresponding child classes except for the metaclass Pseudostate ForkJoin.
Here, fork and join have the same implementation [22] and have therefore a semantic distance of zero.
In summary, AD fulfills the discriminability requirement best and SC and SFC fulfill it partially.
Semantic Transparency
The principle of semantic transparency improves speed and accuracy of understanding by naive users [34] and means that the semantics of a symbol is transparent from its appearance alone. Here Moody [34] distinguishes between three levels of semantic transparency with a continuous changeover. Semantic immediacy means that the meaning of a symbol can be derived solely from its appearance without explanation (strong positive association). In contrast, semantic perversity means that a different or opposite meaning is associated by the appearance (negative association, false mnemonic). Between semantic immediacy and semantic perversity is the semantic opacity, in which the symbol has any desired relationship between appearance and meaning (neutral, conventional). The AD and SC symbols are international standard [32] . The common graphical design of SFC is also defined in a norm [17] . These defined symbols of AD, SC, and SFC are widely used and internationally understood. Moody investigated the symbols of the notation BPMN 2.0 [56] . The symbols of BPMN already contain some symbols that are used also in AD, SC and SFC. According to Moody, the symbols of the following constructs are semantically opaque:
• AD: Activity, Decision Node,
• SC: State, Decision Node, Junction, Start-und End-Node,
• SFC:
Step, Init-Step.
In general, almost all symbols of AD, SC and SFC are semantically opaque.
Generally, we can assume that process engineers are not experts and hence, they cannot interpret or properly associate the abstract symbols. For example, the entry, do and exit actions are implemented in CoDeSys with three different markers (cf. Figures 2(a)-(c) ). The marker for entry, which is represented with the letter "E" and the marker for do, which is represented by a filled rectangle, can be interpreted differently by a naive user. However, the marker X, which stands for "exit-action", is more semantically immediate, because open windows in windows or other operating systems will leave with an "X" and therefore the association with "exit" is given. Generally, all of the symbols in AD, SC and SFC are semantically opaque. AD and SC additionally have the symbol swimlane and composite state respectively, which are more semantically transparent because of using spatial enclosure [43] . The Fork symbol of AD and SC is a split icon that effectively conveys the notion of "path transformation" but that does not clarify whether it represents a fork or a join [56] . The Join Symbol of AD and SC and the Branch symbol of SFC share its analysis with the Fork. Additionally, the alternative Branch symbol of SFC does not make clear if it stands for a normal transition or for an alternative branch. In summary, all symbols of the programming languages are semantically opaque und partially semantically perverse.
Cognitive Integration
The cognitive integration will only be used if a system is represented by several diagrams, whereupon conceptual and perceptual integration are distinguished.
Conceptual integration is a mechanism that aims to help the reader to bring to-gether information from individual diagrams into a coherent mental representation of the system.
The process flow for thermomechanical processes is hierarchical (cp. section 1). All three programming languages fulfill the conceptual integration because of this hierarchical representation. The AD also supports the structural information with use of swimlanes. The information comes from a different diagram (class diagram) and is integrated by the swimlane in AD. The perceptual integration, however, is a mechanism that aims at simplifying the navigation between multiple diagrams. Because of the project structure overview (which is now supported by all programming environments such as CoDeSys) all three languages fulfill this requirement.
Visual Expressiveness
The visual expressiveness gives a conclusion about the use of the full range and capacities of visual variables. This principle is measured by the number of used visual variables (planar and retinal variables) and the capacity (the range of values for each variable) [54] . The scale level and the capacity of the visual variables are defined in [43] [56] . The spectrum of the visual variable "texture" is fully used by all programming languages (see Table 8 ). The programming languages AD and SC use the spectrum of visual variable "color" with a saturation of at least 50%. The saturation of SFC however is only a maximum 28%, because only two colors are used. The planar variables are used in AD by swimlanes (vertical and horizontal) and SC by regions within a composite state.
In summary, the capacity of visual variables is used more in AD and SC than in SFC.
Dual Coding
This principle describes the use of a combination of text and graphics. As mentioned before, the discriminability of transitions and branches by SFC is very difficult, but the additional label branch on the visual representation makes it easier to convey information. All of the programming languages support the additional label information on action/state/step and transition that helps the process engineer on the one hand to modify the newly created or advanced program and on the other hand to understand the completed program. AD and SC additionally support labels on branches (such as decision node, junction, etc.). In summary AD, SC, and SFC fulfill the principle dual coding.
Graphic Economy
The graphical complexity is defined by the number of graphical symbols in a notation [35] . The number of symbols of AD, SC and SFC varies between 9 and 11. However, Miller's Law [18] states that the maximum number of objects an average human can hold in working memory is 9. The number of symbols of AD is 9, the one of SC is 11 and the one of SFC is 10 (cf. Table 7) , so only AD is still in the range of Miller's Law.
Cognitive Fit
Different adapted representations of information should be used for different tasks and different target groups according to cognitive fit. For this purpose, the three points of cognitive fit (3-way fit) must be taken into account [43] :
• target group (customer, user, domain expert)
• medium (paper, whiteboard, computer)
• task characteristics
The notation must be adapted or improved, according to which target group is addressed, which medium is used, and what task is to be solved. Therefore, 
Summary of the Evaluation
Within the previous sections, the three programming languages AD, SC and SFC were evaluated concerning changeability, indicated by flexible programming, and maintainability. We assessed these two factors indirectly by use of the requirements modifiability, modularity and understandability. The result of the modifiability analysis has shown that SFC fulfilled the modifiability requirement best, followed by AD. In contrast, SC fulfilled this requirement marginally. According to the modularity analysis, AD is the only programming language, which meets this requirement completely. SC meets this requirement only partially and SFC hardly. Concerning the requirement understandability, AD fulfills many criteria completely in contrast to SC and SFC. In summary (see Table 9 ), AD meets the requirements of process engineers, namely changeability and maintainability, best. SFC and SC fulfill these requirements only partially. Therefore, the AD is the most suitable programming language according to the cognitive effectiveness and dimensions analysis.
Conclusion and Outlook
In industry, process engineers/technologists often have to adapt and design new realized by use of the principles of cognitive effectiveness and dimensions. Since companies in this field of business usually rely on PLCs to control their (experimental) machines, we analyzed AD, SC and SFC concerning modifiability, modularity and understandability. It became apparent that AD is suited best to fulfill the specific requirements of process engineers, namely changeability and maintainability. Therefore, Activity Diagram should be provided as an additional language in PLC environments to allow technologists to adapt existing or design new recipes and control sequences. In future work these theoretical results should be proven by empirical validation with students and engineers. These results also allow further optimization of the programming languages' visual syntax for new generations of engineering environments.
